Conduent Learning Services
Learning Administration

When it comes to your company’s learning and development efforts, you need enough, high-quality training for employees. We understand that – and we also understand, for most organizations, keeping learning costs down is vital. Conduent Learning Services is your best choice for making every detail of your learning events run smoothly, efficiently, and at dramatically lower costs. Let Conduent Learning handle the details, so you can focus on the strategic value of training – and the performance of your people.

Conduent Learning administration and delivery services offer:

- Rigorous, well-defined business processes, to deliver global learning
- Training and tracking the data surrounding courses, classes, curriculum, and the assigning of training.
- Learning delivery
- Learning administration
- LMS management
- Conduent Learning Solutions

Our learning administration core services

- Learning delivery
- LMS management
- Training and tracking the data surrounding courses, classes, curriculum, and the assigning of training.

Conduent Learning Solutions

- Typically saves clients on-10% on learning administration costs
- Provides an unsurpassed level of data integrity with workflow management tools that ensure best practices for clean, centralized data.
- Brings not only best-in-class processes, but also cost effectiveness, as our volume allows us to provide our clients with reduced vendor and instructor investment requirements.

Services support

Offered in conjunction with our other learning administration services is a 24/7 learner help desk. If your employee gets lost on the way to the course, or equipment breaks down just before class begins, we are there to solve the issue quickly so training is not derailed. Any unexpected issue that pops up during a training event will be handled by our experienced, dedicated team – giving you the security of knowing your time and money will not be wasted.

Conduent Learning Services supports client learning initiatives 24 hours a day, all over the globe. To learn how we can streamline your learning administration processes, delivering greater efficiency at less cost, contact us today.

To learn more, please contact:

United States/Global: 844-ONE-CNDT (666 2638)

Web site: www.Conduent.com/learning

Email: learningsolutions@Conduent.com

© 2017 Conduent Business Services, LLC. All rights reserved.

Conduent and Conduent Agile Star are trademarks of Conduent Business Services, LLC.

Learning Administration

Nearly 90% of organizations out-source learning administration.

Why? Because outsourcing can build efficiencies and reduce costs.

Research Citation:

60% of learning budgets are spent on internal costs

Conduent typically saves clients 20-30% on learning administration costs

60% 30%

Learning administration costs

Entering and tracking the data surrounding courses, classes, curriculum, and the assigning of training.
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Conduent provides an unsurpassed level of data integrity with workflow management tools that ensure best practices for clean, centralized data.
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Conduent Learning Solutions

Typically saves clients on-10% on learning administration costs

Rigorous, well-defined business processes, to deliver global learning

Demand planning and forecasting

Processes enabled by our innovative technologies, but not dependent upon them

Unsurpassed global footprint for administration and delivery of courses

Co-development operating model to ensure the end-to-end solution is specific to your organization

Accurate reporting model to ensure value for dollars spent
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